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Abstract

Regionally and seasonally resolved relationships of upper tropospheric jet variability to El Niño / Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

in multiple reanalyses are presented, with subtropical and polar jets analyzed separately. Previously reported results confirmed

herein include strengthening of tropical jets associated with monsoons and Walker circulation during La Niña and a statistically

significant subtropical jet latitude decrease (increase) during El Niño (La Niña) in the zonal mean view in both hemispheres.

However, subtropical jet latitudes increase significantly during El Niño over the NH eastern Pacific in DJF, and in different

limited SH regions in MAM and SON. Subtropical jet altitudes increase significantly during El Niño in the zonal mean in all

seasons (DJF / MAM) in the NH (SH). Subtropical jet windspeed correlations with ENSO vary, showing increasing windspeed

during El Niño in both hemispheres in DJF and MAM. Polar jet correlations with ENSO are typically not significant in the

zonal mean, but there are a few regions/seasons with significant correlations with ENSO, particularly in the SH, where polar

jet latitudes decrease over Asia and the western Pacific in DJF, and increase over the eastern Pacific in JJA and SON, during

El Niño. Typically, significantly weaker (stronger) polar jet windspeeds are associated with El Niño (La Niña) in the western

than in the eastern hemisphere in both NH and SH. All reanalyses analyzed agree well. This work highlights the importance

of regional and seasonal variations in the upper tropospheric jet response to ENSO and provides new information for model

evaluation.
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ABSTRACT

Regionally and seasonally resolved relationships of upper tropospheric jet

variability to El Niño / Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in multiple reanalyses

are presented, with subtropical and polar jets analyzed separately. Previously

reported results confirmed herein include strengthening of tropical jets asso-

ciated with monsoons and Walker circulation during La Niña and a statis-

tically significant subtropical jet latitude decrease (increase) during El Niño

(La Niña) in the zonal mean view in both hemispheres. However, subtrop-

ical jet latitudes increase significantly during El Niño over the NH eastern

Pacific in DJF, and in different limited SH regions in MAM and SON. Sub-

tropical jet altitudes increase significantly during El Niño in the zonal mean

in all seasons (DJF / MAM) in the NH (SH). Subtropical jet windspeed cor-

relations with ENSO vary, showing increasing windspeed during El Niño in

both hemispheres in DJF and MAM. Polar jet correlations with ENSO are

typically not significant in the zonal mean, but there are a few regions/seasons

with significant correlations with ENSO, particularly in the SH, where polar

jet latitudes decrease over Asia and the western Pacific in DJF, and increase

over the eastern Pacific in JJA and SON, during El Niño. Typically, signifi-

cantly weaker (stronger) polar jet windspeeds are associated with El Niño (La

Niña) in the western than in the eastern hemisphere in both NH and SH. All

reanalyses analyzed agree well. This work highlights the importance of re-

gional and seasonal variations in the upper tropospheric jet response to ENSO

and provides new information for model evaluation.
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1. Introduction37

Jet streams in the upper troposphere (UT) are a crucial are a prominent feature of the atmo-38

spheric circulation and play an essential role in variability in phenomena such as storm tracks,39

precipitation, and extreme weather events (Uccellini and Johnson 1979; Nakamura et al. 2004;40

Kolstad et al. 2010; Grotjahn et al. 2016; Harnik et al. 2016; Mann et al. 2017; Winters et al.41

2019, and references therein). UT jets are sensitive to climate change and ozone loss, as well42

as to natural modes of variability (Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Scaife et al. 2008; McLandress43

et al. 2011; Hudson 2012; Lin et al. 2014, 2015; Waugh et al. 2015, 2018; Grise et al. 2018, and44

references therein). They are instrumental in determining upper troposphere / lower stratosphere45

(UTLS) composition and its changes (Manney et al. 2011; Minschwaner et al. 2015; Olsen et al.46

2016, 2019; Dı́az and Vera 2017, and references therein).47

While the extratropical UT jets are commonly (and usefully) classified as radiatively driven (the48

“subtropical” jet) or eddy driven (the “polar” jet) (e.g., Held and Phillips 1990), their observed49

structure shows a complex seasonally and regionally varying spectrum from which separate ra-50

diatively and eddy-driven jets cannot easily be identified (e.g, Manney et al. 2014; Manney and51

Hegglin 2018). This view is consistent with the complex interplay of dynamical and radiative52

processes on multiple scales, as well as landmass and orography distributions (e.g., Hoskins and53

Valdes 1990; Held et al. 2002; Lee and Kim 2003), that determine their structure and evolution.54

Because of the complexity of the processes shaping the upper tropospheric circulation and thus55

the structure and evolution of the jets, it is difficult to predict or model their responses to climate56

change and to disentangle that response from that to natural modes of variability (e.g., Garfinkel57

et al. 2015; Lucas and Nguyen 2015; Waugh et al. 2015; Grise et al. 2019). This difficult task is58

important because changes in UT jet streams are linked to changing regional weather and climate59
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patterns (Lucas et al. 2014; Harnik et al. 2016; Mann et al. 2017; Winters et al. 2019, and refer-60

ences therein). Both tropical and extratropical UT jets have been linked to rainfall changes in the61

tropics (e.g., Hulme and Tosdevin 1989; Bollasina et al. 2014; Kelly et al. 2018; RavindraBabu62

et al. 2019), subtropics (e.g., Price et al. 1998; Raible et al. 2004; Lucas et al. 2014; Huang et al.63

2015; Xie et al. 2015), and midlatitudes (e.g., Kang et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2011; Delworth64

and Zeng 2014; Bai et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2018), which are also often correlated to changes in sea65

surface temperatures (SSTs) such as those during El Niño / Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events. It66

is also critical because of the jets’ importance to UTLS composition and stratosphere-troposphere67

exchange (STE), which have also been shown to have relationships to ENSO (e.g., Zeng and Pyle68

2005; Oman et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2014, 2015; Olsen et al. 2016, 2019).69

Many studies, both modeling and observational suggest widening of the tropics resulting from70

climate change and a concomitant poleward shift of the subtropical UT jets, though with very large71

uncertainties in their magnitude (Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Strong and Davis 2007, 2008; Lucas72

et al. 2014; Staten et al. 2016; Maher et al. 2019, and references therein). Until recently most stud-73

ies were of zonal means or averages in broad regions, but a few studies suggested narrowing rather74

than widening of the tropics in specific regions and seasons (e.g., Lucas et al. 2012; Peña-Ortiz75

et al. 2013; Lucas and Nguyen 2015). Manney and Hegglin (2018) conducted a detailed study76

of regional and seasonal variability in UT jets that confirms regionally confined tropical widening77

only across Africa (except during NH spring), extending into Asia and the western Pacific during78

NH summer. In contrast, the study shows regions of tropical narrowing during NH winter from the79

central Pacific across North America and the western Atlantic; they thus found only few regions80

/ seasons with robust trends in the subtropical UT jets in reanalyses. There has also been con-81

siderable controversy about climate related changes in the polar UT jets and their relationships to82

Arctic amplification and the “waviness” of the jets (Barnes and Screen 2015; Overland et al. 2016;83
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Shepherd 2016; Francis 2017, and references therein); Manney and Hegglin (2018) showed, as for84

the subtropical jets, large regional and seasonal variability in trends in polar UT jets, but indicated85

many regions / seasons with robust equatorward shifts of those jets, especially in the NH (except86

over North America), suggesting a wave-like longitudinal pattern in the jet response to climate87

change that would support the notion of the jets becoming wavier or more variable.88

ENSO is a climate phenomenon that describes oscillating SSTs and associated atmospheric89

wind patterns over the tropical ocean in the central and eastern Pacific, which influences weather90

and precipitation across the globe (e.g., Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982; Wolter and Timlin 2011;91

Zhang et al. 2019, and references therein). El Niño refers to the warm phase and La Niña to the92

cold phase of the oscillation. ENSO is one of the natural modes of variability that have been shown93

to influence the upper tropospheric and stratospheric circulation (see, e.g., Domeisen et al. 2019,94

for a review) (e.g., Yulaeva and Wallace 1994; Shapiro et al. 2001; Calvo et al. 2010, and references95

therein). While some studies focus on relationships to zonal mean winds and temperatures (e.g.,96

Yulaeva and Wallace 1994; Randel et al. 2009; Calvo et al. 2010, and references therein), regional97

circulation impacts of ENSO affecting the UTLS have also long been recognized (e.g., Shapiro98

et al. 2001, and reference therein). Numerous studies have linked variations in metrics of Asian99

summer monsoon (ASM) intensity and timing to ENSO conditions (see review in Bombardi et al.100

2020), including several that examine upper tropospheric circulation diagnostics (e.g., Tweedy101

et al. 2018; Yan et al. 2018), which are in turn closely related to UT jet changes associated with102

the ASM circulation (Schiemann et al. 2009; Manney et al. 2014, 2020, and references therein),103

though there is no consensus because of the variety and complexity of relationships and diagnostics104

used. In addition, several studies have shown regional changes in UT jets (and their implications105

for transport) that are related to ENSO (e.g., Langford 1999; Lucas and Nguyen 2015; Lin et al.106

2014, 2015; Olsen et al. 2016, 2019). To our knowledge, no comprehensive study has quantified107
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the relationships of ENSO to the UT jets (tropical, subtropical, and polar) over the full range of108

regional and seasonal variability.109

The JEt and Tropopause Products for Analysis and Characterization (JETPAC) software and110

products, developed by Manney et al. (2011) and Manney and Hegglin (2018), has been used111

(among several other studies) to provide a comprehensive climatology of UT jets (Manney et al.112

2014), for detailed reanalysis comparisons of UT jets (Manney et al. 2017), and by Manney and113

Hegglin (2018) in a comprehensive study of regional and seasonal patterns of trends in reanalyses.114

Because characteristics identified by analysis of patterns, such as jet core locations and dynamical115

variables at those locations, are not amenable to direct observation, reanalyses from modern data116

assimilation systems are our primary tools for studying such phenomena. Numerous recent studies,117

particularly related to the Stratosphere-troposphere Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC)-118

Reanalysis Intercomparison project (S-RIP) (Fujiwara et al. 2017), highlight the importance of119

comparing results among reanalyses – e.g., in the S-RIP final report (in press), see Chapters 7120

(The Extra-tropical UTLS) (Homeyer et al. 2020) and 8 (The Tropical Tropopause Layer, which121

includes a section on tropical width) (Tegtmeier et al. 2020b); also see related papers in the S-122

RIP ACP / ESSD Special Issue that are relevant to UTLS dynamics (e.g. Martineau et al. 2018;123

Diallo et al. 2019; Xian and Homeyer 2019; Tegtmeier et al. 2020a; Wright et al. 2020). Manney124

and Hegglin (2018) found it was critical to evaluate multiple reanalyses to help determine the125

robustness of trends in the UTLS jet streams.126

In this paper, we use JETPAC products updated from Manney and Hegglin (2018) to study the127

relationships of UT jets to ENSO in reanalyses from 1979 through 2018. Our results provide a128

comprehensive view of these relationships broken down by region and season, and are presented129

for multiple reanalyses. Section 2 describes the datasets and methods used; Section 3a compares130
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geographic patterns for El Niño and La Niña periods; Section 3b discussed correlations between131

ENSO and jet characteristics by region and season. Our conclusions are given in Section 4.132

2. Data and Methods133

a. Reanalysis Datasets134

We use JETPAC (Manney et al. 2011, see below, Section 2b1) to calculate jet core latitude,135

altitude, and windspeed for polar and subtropical UT jets from three modern “full-input” reanal-136

yses: NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office’s Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for137

Research and Applications, version-2 (MERRA-2) reanalysis (Gelaro et al. 2017); ECMWF’s138

ERA-Interim reanalysis Dee et al. (2011a); and the JMA’s 55-year (JRA-55) reanalysis (Ebita139

et al. 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2015). We focus on the aforementioned three reanalyses based on140

previous intercomparison studies; not shown are analysis of MERRA and NCEP’s CFSR/CFSv2141

(Climate Forecast System Reanalysis / Climate Forecast System Version 2; this reanalysis has142

been shown to have issues with discontinuities and poorer agreement with data and other modern143

reanalyses for many diagnostics in the UTLS, e.g., Long et al. 2017; Manney et al. 2017; Xian and144

Homeyer 2019; Homeyer et al. 2020). CFSR/CFSv2 on model levels and MERRA are also only145

available through 2015, but we have conducted the calculations described herein with these two146

reanalyses for 1979 through 2015, and the results are generally consistent with the three reanalyses147

shown.148

Table 1 summarizes the information about the reanalyses products studied herein that is most149

relevant to this paper. One feature of MERRA Rienecker et al. (2011) and MERRA-2 (Gelaro150

et al. 2017) that is different from the other reanalyses is that the assimilation system uses an In-151

cremental Analysis Update (IAU) (Bloom et al. 1996) to constrain the analyses. Both “Analyzed”152
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(prior to IAU) and “Assimilated” (after IAU) data collections are provided by GMAO; we use here153

the Assimilated data collection (Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) 2015), as rec-154

ommended by GMAO for most studies (see, e.g., https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA-155

2/docs/ANAvsASM.pdf and Fujiwara et al. 2017); differences between ANA and ASM are usually156

small, but not always negligible (e.g., Manney et al. 2017). 1979 is considered a spin-up year for157

MERRA-2, and thus those data are not in the public record; we use data for December 1979 here158

in the seasonal calculations for DJF. The models, assimilation systems, and data inputs for the159

reanalyses are described in detail by Fujiwara et al. (2017).160

Calculations are done using daily 12-UT fields from each reanalysis dataset, and the reanalysis161

fields are used on their native model levels and at or (in the case of spectral models) near the162

native horizontal resolution, as indicated in Table 1. The vertical resolution in the UTLS (which163

has been shown to be critical for representation of UT jets and tropopauses, e.g., Manney et al.164

2017) for each of these reanalyses is near 1 km, depending on the exact level, slightly lower for165

CFSR/CFSv2 and slightly higher for MERRA and MERRA-2 (see Table 1 and Fujiwara et al.166

2017, their Figure 3).167

b. Methods168

1) JETPAC169

Upper tropospheric jet characteristics are calculated using JETPAC (Manney et al. 2011, 2014,170

2017; Manney and Hegglin 2018). Jet core location frequency distributions are calculated in 3◦171

latitude by 6◦ longitude bins, and normalized by the number of jets that would “fill” each bin172

if one were identified at every longitude in that bin; results are expressed in percent. Because173

the JRA-55 Gaussian grid on which that dataset is provided does not have an integer number of174

gridpoints in each bin, the JRA-55 data are interpolated to a 0.5◦× 0.5◦ latitude × longitude grid175
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before computing frequency distributions (the native grid is used for the other analyses in this176

paper). (See Manney et al. 2014, 2017, for further details on binning and normalization).177

The subtropical jet is identified (as described by Manney and Hegglin 2018) as the jet across178

which the “tropopause break” occurs. The polar jet is taken to be the strongest westerly jet pole-179

ward of the subtropical jet (or poleward of 40◦ latitude if there is no subtropical jet); as was180

the case in Manney and Hegglin (2018), the results are insensitive to the details of the polar jet181

definition once the subtropical jet is accounted for. These criteria provide physically meaningful182

definitions that distinguish the jets that most closely approximate the idealized “radiatively-driven”183

(the subtropical jet) and “eddy-driven” (the polar jet) types.184

2) ANALYSIS185

Relationships with ENSO are assessed using composites for extremes of and correlations with186

the Multivariate ENSO Index version 2 (MEIv2) (Zhang et al. 2019), which is an adaptation of the187

widely used MEI described by Wolter and Timlin (2011). The calculations in this paper were also188

done using the MEI, with very similar results.189

Supplementary Figures S1–S4 show results of tests of sensitivity to the threshold MEIv2 mag-190

nitudes for El Niño or La Niña conditions, as well as to comparing El Niño to La Niña composites191

versus comparing each to neutral conditions. The comparisons with climatology and neutral states192

(Figures S1 and S2 show SON; results for other seasons are similar) demonstrate that the anoma-193

lies from those states in each case are qualitatively very similar to those for the El Niño / La Niña194

anomalies, but less intense; we thus show anomalies as La Niña − El Niño hereinafter. Similarly,195

we checked thresholds of 0.94, 0.7, and 0.56 for MEIv2 magnitude; Figures S3 and S4 show that196

all three choices give very similar results, and we show composites using 0.94 hereinafter. (Com-197
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paring Figures S1 and S2 with S3 and S4 also shows that choosing different neutral thresholds198

does not qualitatively change comparisons of ENSO periods with neutral composites.)199

For the correlations, as in Manney and Hegglin (2018), the latitude, altitude, and windspeed of200

the subtropical and polar jets were calculated at each longitude of the reanalysis grids for each201

day using 1200UTC fields; these are averaged by month and season (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON),202

zonally and in 20◦ longitude bins (from 180–160◦W through 160–180◦E). The 40-year record203

(from 1979 through 2018, except 1979/1980 through 2018/2019 for DJF) for these periods and204

longitude regions is then correlated with the MEIv2 index time series for the corresponding month205

or season. Both MEIv2 and jet diagnostic time series are detrended before the correlations are206

calculated. Using the methods of Manney and Hegglin (2018) to identify linear trends, the MEIv2207

index shows negative trends (that is, towards more La Niña conditions) in all seasons over 1979–208

2018 with confidence levels of 79, 91, 83, and 74% in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON, respectively.209

Figure 1 provides a schematic of the physical changes associated with negative or positive cor-210

relations between the upper tropospheric jet characteristics and ENSO. Thus, if the correlation is211

positive (following the bold arrows) if ENSO is in the El Niño phase the latitude, altitude, or wind-212

speed would increase, with the opposite changes in the La Niña phase. Conversely, for a negative213

correlation, latitude, altitude, and windspeed would increase during La Niña and decrease during214

El Niño. There is no expectation that the signs of correlations between ENSO and each of the215

variables (jet latitude, altitude, and windspeed) will be the same for a given region and season, and216

indeed we show below that they generally are not.217

The statistical significance of the correlations is assessed using simple bootstrap resampling218

(e.g., Elfron and Tibshirani 1993) to construct 100,000 artificial time series based on the input219

data time series. This was used to construct 95 and 99% confidence intervals for the correlations.220

Since our time series comprising means for a given month or season over a number of years are221
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not expected to have much autocorrelation/sample dependence, and are only 40 years long, there222

is no reason to expect using a block bootstrapping method is necessary, though we have also done223

the calculations using fixed block and “stationary” (Politis and Romano 1994) bootstrapping with224

results very similar to those shown here. (See, e.g., Lawrence et al. 2018; Lawrence and Manney225

2020, for further details of bootstrapping methods.)226

3. Results227

a. Jet Distributions by ENSO Phase228

Figure 2 shows composite maps of jet core frequency distributions for El Niño and La Niña229

conditions and the differences between them for the MERRA-2 reanalysis; Fig. 3 shows similar230

distributions in the latitude / altitude plane. (Note that the anomalies are the absolute (as op-231

posed to percent) differences between two fields that were expressed in percent.) Supplementary232

Figs. S5 through S8 show the corresponding distributions for ERA-Interim and JRA-55; differ-233

ences between the reanalyses appear to be small and quantitative rather than qualitative.234

The differences between El Niño and La Niña distributions vary strongly with region, but in235

general show that subtropical jets are further poleward during La Niña than El Niño periods. This236

result suggests relationships of ENSO to the subtropical UT jets may show similar features to the237

relationships of ENSO to surface westerlies (e.g., Chen et al. 2008). This pattern is clear in regions238

where the subtropical jet is strong and relatively zonal, except in the NH in DJF over Africa and239

Asia, where the differences are less strong and could suggest a slightly weaker subtropical jet240

during La Niña periods (that is, the anomalies show a tripole pattern with negative values along241

the jet core, rather than a dipole pattern that would clearly indicate a jet shift). The anomalies are in242

general weaker in DJF in both hemispheres, strong in the SH in all other seasons, and strongest in243
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the NH during MAM. A poleward subtropical jet shift for La Niña conditions in the Asian Summer244

Monsoon (ASM) region in JJA is consistent with the results of Manney et al. (2020) showing a245

positive correlation between subtropical jet latitude and ASM anticyclone centroid latitude, and a246

negative correlation of ASM anticyclone centroid latitude with MEI.247

Patterns with respect to higher latitude jets are more difficult to interpret: The patterns in the248

south Pacific (from about 130◦E through 180◦W to 45◦W) suggest an equatorward shift of the249

polar jet during La Niña. A similar, but weaker, pattern is suggested in MAM and SON over North250

America, the Atlantic, and Asia, and in SON over the western north Pacific, but the complexity of251

the jet distributions in these regions (e.g., see Manney et al. 2014) preclude precise attribution of252

the origins of these patterns. In the SH, especially in JJA and SON, the anomalies in the region253

where the climatological subtropical jet spirals in to join the polar jet (between ∼90◦W and 45◦E,254

e.g., Williams et al. 2007; Manney et al. 2014) are consistent with an equatorward shift of that255

“transitional” jet during La Niña conditions (though only weakly in DJF).256

Strengthening of the tropical easterly jet associated with the Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM)257

anticyclone during La Niña is apparent in JJA and SON. This is consistent with previous work258

suggesting stronger monsoons during La Niña conditions, though many of those studies assess259

rainfall or other surface characteristics that are indirectly related to the UT circulation (Ju and260

Slingo 1995; Zhang et al. 1999; Li et al. 2017; Tweedy et al. 2018; Bombardi et al. 2020, and261

references therein) The tropical westerly jet just south of the equator in SON, DJF, and JJA (near262

140◦W to 90◦W, Manney et al. 2014) is associated with the Walker circulation with upper-level263

westerlies downstream of the upper level easterlies associated with the Australian monsoon. This264

is also consistent with previous work showing a stronger Walker circulation during La Niña periods265

(e.g., Julian and Chervin 1978; Tanaka et al. 2004b; Bayr et al. 2014); Manney and Hegglin (2018)266

noted that strengthening of the tropical westerly jet associated with the Walker circulation over267
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1979–2015 in DJF was consistent with a dominance of La Niña over El Niño conditions in DJF in268

the late part of that time period, and vice versa in the early part, indicating that some UT jet trends269

in that season are linked to ENSO trends.270

Figure 3 shows a zonal mean view of the jet frequency distributions in the latitude / altitude271

plane. The poleward shift of the subtropical jet during La Niña seen in several regions in Fig. 2272

is apparent in the SH in JJA and SON, where it is accompanied by a slight downward shift in273

altitude. This pattern is apparent in all seasons in the NH, though weakly in DJF and JJA. In the274

latter period, this is likely because the subtropical jet latitude varies strongly regionally as it shifts275

northward around the ASM circulation (e.g. Schiemann et al. 2009; Manney et al. 2014), and thus276

the zonally averaged frequency distributions do not capture the regional character of that jet. In277

MAM and JJA, the downward shift accompanying the poleward one is stronger than in the SH.278

In MAM, all of the extratropical jets show a downward shift during La Niña periods. Because279

the NH jets are even less well-characterized by the sub-tropical jet / polar jet taxonomy, and have280

even stronger regional and seasonal variations (e.g., Manney et al. 2014), these associations cannot281

capture the full range of variations with ENSO conditions.282

The tropical jets (easterly versus westerly not being distinguished in this view) all clearly show283

strengthening during La Niña conditions, consistent with previous work relating ENSO variations284

to tropical circulations and jets (e.g., Tanaka et al. 2004a; Shaman and Tziperman 2007; Bayr et al.285

2014); there is no evidence of an altitude shift in the tropical jets in the zonal mean.286

The above qualitative picture shows strong variations by both region and season in the relation-287

ships of UT jet characteristics to ENSO conditions. To quantify these relationships of the UT jets288

to ENSO, in the next section we examine correlations of the MEIv2 index with subtropical and289

polar jet latitude, altitude, and windspeed, as a function of region and season.290
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b. Jet / ENSO Correlations291

Figures 4 and 5 show correlations of jet latitude (absolute value in the SH), altitude, and wind-292

speed with MEIv2 for the three reanalyses in the zonal mean as a function of month and season.293

The subtropical jet (Fig. 4) shows significant negative latitude and positive altitude correlations294

with MEIv2 in most months and seasons, and both hemispheres, indicating a robust poleward295

and downward shift of the subtropical jet during La Niña periods. In all cases, the signs of the296

correlations agree among the reanalyses, and the magnitudes are typically quite similar, with no297

obvious pattern of which reanalysis shows strongest correlations. Seasonal latitude correlations in298

the NH are significant in all cases except for MERRA-2 in DJF; in the SH, seasonal correlations299

are significant except for MERRA-2 in MAM. Seasonal altitude correlations are significant in300

all seasons and reanalyses in the NH, and in DJF and MAM in the SH, consistent with the broad301

altitude decreases seen in Fig. 3. These seasonal results are based on significant correlations in302

most months in the NH (Dec, Jan, Mar, Apr latitude correlations are not significant, and Jan, Jun,303

Jul altitude correlations are not significant), and significant latitude correlations in Jan–Apr and304

Sep, and altitude correlations in Jan–May and (except for ERA-Interim) Nov–Dec in the SH. The305

monthly correlations that are not significant are negative for latitude except in Jun in the SH, and306

always positive for altitude.307

Subtropical jet windspeed correlations are less consistent, but significant positive correlations308

(indicating weaker windspeeds during La Niña) are seen in the NH in Jan–Apr, DJF, and MAM;309

Oct and SON show significant negative windspeed correlations (stronger windspeeds during La310

Niña) in the NH. In the SH, the windspeed correlations are always positive and are significant in311

Jun, Oct–Nov, MAM, and SON.312
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Correlations of MEIv2 with polar jet characteristics (Fig. 5) are much less consistent / signif-313

icant than those with the subtropical jet, possibly because of the complexity of / indirect effects314

associated with tropical-extratropical teleconnections affecting these relationships (e.g., Stan et al.315

2017). Significant negative latitude correlations (i.e., poleward shift during La Niña) are seen in316

the NH for some reanalyses in Apr, Jul,and JJA, and in the SH in Dec and DJF. The latter result is317

similar to the findings of Byrne et al. (2017, 2019) for the SH lower tropospheric eddy-driven jet –318

they found that ENSO affects that jet primarily via the stratospheric polar vortex, and only during319

December. Significant positive altitude correlations (i.e., downward shift during La Niña) are seen320

in the NH in Apr and MAM, and in the SH in Jan–Mar, DJF, and MAM, and in MERRA-2 only321

in Apr-Jun and Nov. In the NH, significant negative windspeed correlations (i.e., stronger wind-322

speeds during La Niña) are seen in Jan, Mar, and DJF; in the SH, significant positive windspeed323

correlations are seen in Aug, and significant negative correlations in Nov–Dec and DJF.324

Because of strong regional variability (as seen in Fig. 2), regionally resolved correlations provide325

more insight into these relationships. Figures 6 through 13 show correlations in 20◦ longitude326

regions in each season for subtropical and polar jets.327

Figure 6 shows that for DJF, the negative correlations of MEIv2 with subtropical jet latitude (i.e.,328

poleward shift during La Niña) are limited to 120–80◦W and 20–140◦E in the NH, and 140◦E–329

140◦W, 100–60◦W, and 20◦W–0◦ in the SH. Significant positive latitude correlations are seen in330

the eastern Pacific (160–140◦W) in the NH, and in MERRA-2 and JRA-55 near 20–40◦E in the331

SH. These variations in the latitude correlations seem consistent with the smaller and not always332

significant latitude correlations seen in the zonal mean during this season (Fig. 4). Significant333

altitude correlations are always positive in both hemispheres (i.e., downward shifts in altitude334

during La Niña), and are seen from 140–80◦W and 20◦W–120◦E in all regions except 0–140◦E in335

the SH. In the NH, significant positive windspeed correlations (i.e., weakening windspeeds during336
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La Niña) are seen at 180–40◦W and significant negative correlations at 100-140◦E. Windspeed337

correlations in the SH are significantly negative at 160–80◦W and 120–140◦E, and significantly338

positive from 60◦W through 100◦E.339

In MAM (Fig. 7), there are significant negative subtropical jet latitude correlations (i.e., a pole-340

ward shifts during La Niña) in the NH from 120–80◦W and 60–120◦E, and in the SH from 180–341

60◦W and in MERRA-2 and JRA-55 at 60–80◦E; significant positive latitude correlations (i.e.,342

an equatorward shifts during La Niña) are seen in the SH at 40◦W through 20◦E. All significant343

altitude correlations are positive (i.e., downward shifts in altitude during La Niña) and in the NH344

cover all regions except near the Greenwich meridian and about 40◦ east and west of the date-345

line; significant positive altitude correlations in the SH are from 160◦E across the dateline through346

40◦W and 60–100◦E. Positive windspeed correlations (i.e., weakening of windspeeds during La347

Niña) in the NH are seen at 160–60◦W and 20–60◦E, with negative correlations at 40◦W–0◦ and348

100–140◦E. In the SH, positive windspeed correlations are seen at 80◦W through 40◦E.349

All significant subtropical jet latitude (altitude) correlations with MEIv2 in JJA (Fig. 8) are neg-350

ative (positive) (i.e., poleward (downward) shifts of the jets during La Niña). Latitude correlations351

are significant in the NH from 120◦E across the dateline to 100◦W and 20–40◦E; they are sig-352

nificant in the SH from160◦E across the dateline to 120◦W, 20–40◦E, and 60–100◦E. Altitude353

correlations are significant in the NH from about 140◦E across the dateline to 80◦W (excepting354

MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim at 160–180◦E), and in the SH for all reanalyses only in 120–140◦E355

but for some of the reanalyses from 100◦E across the dateline to 140◦W. NH subtropical jet wind-356

speeds show significant negative correlations with MEIv2 (i.e., stronger windspeeds during La357

Niña) at about 160–80◦W and significant positive correlations (i.e., weaker windspeeds during La358

Niña) at 140–160◦E; windspeed correlations in the SH are significantly positive at 160◦E across359

the dateline to 80◦W, and significantly negative from 0–100◦E.360
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Fig. 9 show significantly negative correlations of subtropical jet latitude with MEIv2 (i.e., pole-361

ward shifts during La Niña) in the NH except from 100◦W through 20◦E and at 140–160◦E. In the362

SH, significant negative latitude correlations are seen in most of the region from 20◦E across the363

dateline to 120◦W, and significant positive correlations from 60–40◦W. Strong negative windspeed364

correlations (i.e., stronger windspeeds during La Niña) are seen from 100◦E across the dateline to365

120◦W in the NH, with significant positive correlations from 100–60◦W.366

While there were few months / seasons with significant correlations of MEIv2 with polar jet367

characteristics in the zonal mean (Fig. 5), Figs. 10 through 13 show numerous regions with strong368

correlations that vary by season. As emphasized by Manney and Hegglin (2018) for trend studies,369

this again highlights the importance of studying longitudinally resolved variations in jet dependen-370

cies on ENSO. Significant negative correlations with latitude in the NH occur over east Asia and371

the western Pacific (around 120–180◦E) in DJF and MAM and over north America (about 120–372

140◦W) in JJA. In the SH, significant negative correlations with latitude (poleward shifts during373

La Niña) are seen in DJF over most of 40◦E across the Greenwich meridian and the dateline374

through 160◦W, near the dateline in MAM, and around 60–100◦E in SON. Altitude correlations375

are generally not significant in either hemisphere in JJA or SON. In DJF, significant positive cor-376

relations of MEIv2 with polar jet altitude (i.e., downward shift during La Niña) are seen in the377

NH from about 40◦W to 100◦E and in the SH from 40–80◦E and 120◦E across the dateline to378

160◦W; significant negative correlations are seen in the NH over North America (120–80◦W). In379

MAM, significant positive altitude correlations (i.e., downward shifts during La Niña) are seen in380

the NH from 100◦E across the dateline to 160◦W, and in the SH from 20◦E across the dateline381

to 160◦W. The pattern of polar jet windspeed correlations with MEIv2 is typically negative (i.e.,382

strengthening of windspeeds during La Niña) in the western hemisphere and positive (i.e., weak-383

ening of windspeeds during La Niña) in the eastern hemisphere, except in the NH in JJA when384
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correlations are weak/insignificant everywhere except just east of the Greenwich meridian. These385

windspeed correlations are significant in most of the NH western hemisphere in DJF and MAM,386

and in a smaller region over the eastern Pacific and western North America in SON. In the SH387

these windspeed correlations are strongest / most significant in JJA and SON but still significant388

in much of the western hemisphere in DJF and MAM. The persistent sign change with region in389

the windspeed correlations explains the lack of strong correlations in the zonal mean.390

4. Conclusions and Discussion391

A comprehensive view of the relationships of UT jet stream variability to ENSO is given. We392

present the analysis for three reanalyses to assess the robustness of the results, and examine the393

regional and seasonal variations starting with a daily 3D characterization of the jets. Relationships394

for subtropical and polar (eddy-driven) jets are evaluated separately.395

La Niña and El Niño composites in relation to climatological and neutral conditions show the396

same qualitative patterns as La Niña / El Niño differences, indicating that La Niña and El Niño397

are indeed associated with opposite anomalies in the UT winds; examining La Niña / El Niño398

differences thus provides a complete view of the patterns of ENSO-related variability. Maps and399

cross-sections of composites for El Niño and La Niña and their differences show qualitatively400

very similar patterns for all the reanalyses, and show strong seasonal, regional, and hemispheric401

variability in the relationships of UT jets to ENSO as characterized by the MEIv2. Common402

patterns seen in these composites include:403

• Tropical jets (both easterly and westerly) associated with monsoon and Walker circulations404

are generally stronger during La Niña than during El Niño.405
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• In most regions/seasons where the subtropical jets are strong and relatively zonal, their lati-406

tude is more poleward under La Niña conditions; this shift is pervasive enough to be apparent407

in the zonal mean in SH summer and fall and in all seasons (especially MAM and SON) in408

the NH.409

• The poleward shift of the subtropical jets during La Niña is generally accompanied by an410

altitude decrease; in MAM all extratropical jets show a downward shift during La Niña.411

• The patterns of mid-to-high latitude ENSO-related jet changes are complex and difficult to412

interpret, but an equatorward shift of the polar jet during La Niña is suggested in several413

regions in the NH.414

• In the SH, the “transitional” jet that spirals in from the subtropical to the polar jet shows an415

equatorward shift during La Niña.416

The strengthening and reduced variability of tropical jets during La Niña is consistent with pre-417

vious studies showing strengthening of tropical circulations and “westerly ducts” (which allow418

propagation of Rossby waves across the equator) during La Niña (Julian and Chervin 1978; Hori-419

nouchi et al. 2000; Waugh and Polvani 2000; Bayr et al. 2014, and references therein). The patterns420

of anomalies in westerly jets (subtropical and polar) reported here are consistent with those shown421

by Spensberger and Spengler (2020).422

To quantify the relationships of UT subtropical and polar jets to ENSO, we analyzed regional423

and seasonal correlations of subtropical and polar jet latitude, altitude, and windspeed with the424

MEIv2. Figures 14 and 15 provide a schematic summary of these results. The correlations are425

very consistent among the three reanalyses shown here (and, for 1979–2015, for the MERRA and426

CFSR/CFSv2 reanalyses, not shown): When any of the reanalyses shows a significant (at/over427

the 95% confidence level) correlation, the sign of the correlation agrees among all reanalyses428
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(indicated in Figures 14 and 15 by all boxes with three significant correlations showing a grey429

background and the sign in the lower right quadrant). Further, most periods/regions with a signif-430

icant correlation in any of the reanalyses also have significant correlations in the other reanalyses431

(indicated in Figures 14 and 15 by the preponderance of boxes with three significant and consis-432

tent correlations over those with a smaller non-zero number of significant correlations). This is in433

contrast to the often large disagreement in trends for the same jets found by Manney and Hegglin434

(2018), and thus suggests that factors that may affect trends (e.g., differences in assimilation meth-435

ods, in treatment of changes in observing systems, or in usage of data inputs) do not have the same436

sort of detrimental effect on this type of correlation analysis. This agreement provides confidence437

in the robustness of our results.438

Correlations of ENSO with subtropical jet position are sufficiently consistent across large re-439

gions that most seasons show significant correlations in the zonal mean. Subtropical jet latitude is440

significantly negatively correlated with MEIv2 (that is, the jet is more poleward during La Niña441

conditions) in all seasons in both hemispheres, except in one of the reanalyses, MERRA-2, in DJF442

in the NH and MAM in the SH. Subtropical jet altitude is positively correlated with MEIv2 in all443

seasons in the NH and in DJF and MAM in the SH (downward shift during La Niña). Correlations444

of windspeed are less consistent, with significant positive correlations [(weakening during La Niña)] in445

the NH in DJF and MAM and in the SH in MAM and SON; the NH shows a significant nega-446

tive correlation in SON. We can summarize the seasonal and regional correlations in Fig. 14 as447

follows:448

• Significant correlations of subtropical jet latitude with MEIv2 are negative in both hemi-449

spheres (i.e., a poleward jet shift during La Niña), with exceptions in small regions in DJF450

(NH, 160–140◦W), MAM (SH, 20◦W to 20◦E), and SON (SH, 60–40◦W).451
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• Significant subtropical jet altitude correlations with MEIv2 are always positive (i.e., a down-452

ward jet shift during La Niña), and the altitude correlations in the regions with positive lati-453

tude correlations are not significant.454

• Significant correlations of subtropical jet windspeed vary in sign, with mainly positive values455

in DJF and MAM in both hemispheres and in the SH western hemisphere in JJA and SON456

(i.e., weakening of jets during La Niña); negative correlations are seen in the NH surrounding457

the dateline in SON and in the SH eastern hemisphere in JJA and SON.458

The localized region in DJF with a positive correlation between MEIv2 and NH jet latitude co-459

incides with the region where Manney and Hegglin (2018) found a robust equatorward shift (in-460

dicative of tropical narrowing) over 1979–2015 of the NH (and SH) subtropical jet in that season;461

this appears consistent with the stronger dominance of La Niña they noted in the later years of that462

period. Similarly, the SH region with a positive correlation in MAM coincides with a region where463

Manney and Hegglin (2018) found a robust equatorward shift of the SH subtropical jet. Also, the464

few regions where Manney and Hegglin (2018) found robust poleward trends of the subtropical465

jet correspond to regions with negative MEIv2 / subtropical jet latitude correlations. (Conversely,466

there are significant correlations between MEIv2 and subtropical jet latitude at many times/regions467

where Manney and Hegglin (2018) found no significant trends in the subtropical jet latitude.) The468

positive correlations of subtropical jet altitude with ENSO are consistent with the expectation of469

a negative shift in jet altitude with increasing latitude (see Manney and Hegglin 2018, and ref-470

erences therein). Unlike the generally anti-correlated pattern between changes in subtropical jet471

latitude and altitude with ENSO variations, subtropical jet windspeed correlations do not show472

a consistent relationship to positive or negative correlations in subtropical jet position; however,473

the correlations are mostly positive (negative) in the western (eastern) hemisphere during winter.474
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Manney et al. (2020) showed significant positive (negative) correlations between the ASM anticy-475

clone centroid latitude (altitude) and the subtropical jet, as well as significant negative correlations476

between the ASMA centroid latitude and ENSO, consistent with the subtropical jet results shown477

here.478

Several previous studies have linked ENSO variations to changes in ozone transport near the479

subtropical jet that appear consistent with our results (Langford 1999; Lin et al. 2015; Olsen et al.480

2019, and references therein); most recently, Olsen et al. (2019) showed that the region where481

ENSO has its strongest impact on tropospheric column ozone is in the 180◦W to 135◦W region,482

where the subtropical jet most frequently shows strong correlations with ENSO.483

Correlations of MEIv2 with the polar jets (Fig. 15) are significant less frequently and cover484

smaller regions than those for the subtropical jets, resulting in few periods with significant correla-485

tions in the zonal mean. December in the SH is the only month that shows a significant correlation486

(negative) of polar jet latitude with MEIv2; Apr and MAM in the NH, and Jan, Mar, and MAM in487

the SH show significant (positive) altitude correlations with MEIv2; and Jan, Mar, and DJF in the488

NH and Aug, Dec, and DJF in the SH show significant windspeed correlations (all negative except489

in Dec in the SH). Significant correlations are more common in limited regions (Fig. 15):490

• Significant latitude correlations are uncommon in the NH, with negative correlations (i.e.,491

poleward jet shifts during La Niña) in DJF and MAM at 120–160◦E and JJA at 120–80◦W,492

and positive correlations (i.e., equatorward jet shifts during La Niña) in MAM at 120–100◦W.493

• In the SH, significant polar jet latitude correlations are seen in larger regions, with negative494

correlations from 40◦E across the dateline through 160◦W in DJF (and a more limited region495

near the dateline in MAM) and positive correlations in JJA and SON at 160–80◦W.496
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• As was the case for the subtropical jet, significant altitude correlations are usually positive497

(i.e., downward shift during La Niña). These occur primarily in DJF and MAM, with few498

significant correlations in either hemisphere in JJA or SON.499

• Polar jet windspeed correlations in both hemispheres tend to show a “dipole” pattern with500

negative correlations in the western hemisphere and positive ones in the eastern hemisphere.501

Most significant correlations are seen in SON and DJF in the NH and in JJA and SON in the502

SH.503

Previous studies have shown impacts of tropical variability, including ENSO, on storm tracks and504

hence the UT mid-latitude westerly eddy-driven jet (what we call the PJ) (e.g., Li and Wettstein505

2012; Schemm et al. 2016, 2018); this storm track variability projects strongly onto extra-tropical506

teleconnections (e.g., Wettstein and Wallace 2010). Because of the indirect nature and strong sea-507

sonality and regionality of tropical to extra-tropical teleconnections (e.g., Stan et al. 2017), limited508

regions of, and strong variability in, ENSO/PJ correlations are perhaps to be expected. Manney509

and Hegglin (2018) showed limited regions with robust changes in PJ characteristics, with the ex-510

ception of a near global and near year-round increase in NH PJ altitude. The regions/seasons with511

robust PJ/ENSO correlations are not, in general, particularly well aligned with the regions/seasons512

with robust PJ trends, nor are the signs typically consistent when those regions do overlap; this513

indicates that those trends are not primarily driven by trends in ENSO; for the SH, this result is514

consistent with the meta-analysis of Waugh et al. (2015) showing SH jet latitude shifts are largely515

linked to effects of stratospheric ozone depletion rather than to SST variations.516

The methods and characterization of jets used here are also being applied to study relation-517

ships of UT jets to other modes of variability, including the Quasi-biennial oscillation and the518

north Atlantic oscillation. We are also using these tools to study connections between the lower519
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stratospheric vortex and sub-vortex (see, e.g., Manney et al. 2014, for JETPAC view of subvor-520

tex climatology). Our comprehensive analysis of the relationships of interannual variability in521

UT jet streams to ENSO provides quantitative results, summarized above, that are valuable for522

assessing climate model representation and prediction of these features. Our study highlights the523

importance of seasonal and regional variability in these relationships. Because of the important524

roles the UT jets play, this information and future related studies will continue to help advance our525

understanding of current and future weather and climate.526
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Table 1. Reanalysis Product Summary Information

Reanalysis Grid # levels model top height UTLS ∼level spacing reference(s)

MERRA-2 0.625◦x0.5◦ 72 0.01 hPa 1.2 km Gelaro et al. (2017)

ERA-Interim 0.75◦x0.75◦ 60 0.1 hPa 1 km Dee et al. (2011b)

JRA-55 0.56◦x0.56◦a 60 0.1 hPa 1 km Kobayashi et al. (2015)

MERRAb 0.667◦x0.5◦ 72 0.01 hPa 1.2 km Rienecker et al. (2011)

CFSR/CFSv2b 0.5◦x0.5◦ 64 ∼0.26 hPa 1 km Saha et al. (2010, 2014)

aapproximately, these fields are provided on a Gaussian grid.

bcalculations from reanalyses shown in italics are not illustrated in this paper.
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Figure 1. Schematic of physical changes associated with positive (follow bold arrows) and negative (follow

faint arrows) correlations of the upper tropospheric jet with ENSO.
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Figure 2. Maps of UT jet frequency distributions for El Niño (left) and La Niña (center) periods, and the

difference between them (right) for 1979 through 2018 (1979/80 through 2018/2019 for DJF) for (top to bot-

tom) DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON. from the MERRA-2 reanalysis. Frequency distributions are calculated in 6◦

longitude by 3◦ latitude bins, and normalized as described in the text (Section b). 10% and 20% contours for El

Niño (La Niña) are overlaid on the La Niña (El Niño) panels. The ENSO threshold is MEIv2 magnitude greater

than 0.94.
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Figure 3. Latitude/altitude cross-sections of UT jet frequency distributions for El Niño (left) and La Niña

(center) periods, and the difference between them (La Niña−El Niño, right) for 1979 through 2018 (1979/80

through 2018/2019 for DJF) for (top to bottom) DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON. Frequency distributions are calcu-

lated in 3◦ latitude by 1 km altitude bins, and normalized as described in the text (Section b). 2%, 3%, and 4%

contours for El Niño (La Niña) are overlaid on the La Niña (El Niño) panels. The ENSO threshold is MEIv2

magnitude greater than 0.94.
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Figure 4. Correlations of monthly and seasonal 1979–2018 (1979/80 through 2018/2019 for DJF) subtropical

jet latitude (top), altitude (center), and windspeed (bottom) with the MEIv2, for MERRA-2 (red, left of triplet),

ERA-Interim (blue, center of triplet), and JRA-55 (purple, right of triplet). Bars show correlation coefficients

and are shown in reanalysis colors when the correlations are significant at at least the 95% confidence level using

a bootstrap analysis (see text, Section 2b). Absolute value of latitude is used in the SH, so positive (negative)

latitude correlations always indicate that El Niño (La Niña) is associated with a more poleward jet position.
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Figure 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the polar jet.
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 4 but for correlations in 20◦ longitude bins for DJF. Maps are underlaid to provide

a geographical reference, and are inverted in the SH as a reminder that we use absolute value of latitude, so

poleward is always positive.
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Figure 7. As in Fig. 6 but for MAM.
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Figure 8. As in Fig. 6 but for JJA.
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Figure 9. As in Fig. 6 but for SON.
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 6 but for the polar jet.
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Figure 11. As in Fig. 7 but for the polar jet.
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Figure 12. As in Fig. 8 but for the polar jet.
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Figure 13. As in Fig. 9 but for the polar jet.
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Figure 14. Summary matrix of significant STJ latitude (top), altitude (center), and windspeed (bottom) cor-

relations with MEIv2. For each season and longitude, the top left, top right, and bottom left boxes of each

season/region square are completely filled when the MERRA-2 (red), ERA-Interim (blue), and JRA-55 (pur-

ple), respectively, correlations are significant above the 99% confidence level. The same boxes are filled with

diamonds when the correlations are significant between the 95% and 99% confidence levels. A grey background

indicates that the correlations for all three reanalysis have the same sign and are significant at least at the 95%

confidence level; the sign of the correlation in these cases is given in the lower right (grey) box.
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Figure 15. As in 14, but for the polar jet.
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